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Turning The House Of Quality On Its Side
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), despite having one of the least evocative names of
any modern-day innovation strategy, contains some important ideas. Perhaps most
notable is its aim of helping the user to capture and comprehensively map ‘the voice of the
customer’. When successfully applied, QFD can do this job quite well. Alas, its application
necessitates an amount of hard work that few users are prepared to commit. Clear signs
that a method is in this kind of trouble is when you see developers starting to offer
‘simplified’ or ‘lite’ versions. Alas again, in true ‘no pain, no gain’ fashion, such versions
more frequently than not trade efficacy for effort. Typically what happens in such situations
is that devotees of the method seeing the problems of the ‘lite’ version, plunge headlong
into the opposite direction and make users apply apparently ever more sophisticated
levels of data input and analytical rigour. There is a psychological element to this rigour;
the more time you spent on it and the more effort you put in, ‘obviously’ the better the
answer that will come out. While this is frequently true to some extent, it is our view that in
the case of QFD it doesn’t matter what level of rigour is being applied to completing, say, a
House of Quality table, if you’re not starting with the right questions, the answer you come
out with, no matter how impressive the underlying analysis appears, will have limited
value. Garbage in, garbage out goes the saying. Sophisticated mathematical garbage in,
sophisticated mathematical garbage out is what we get when we extrapolate.
One of the Systematic Innovation aims is to extract the best concepts and strategies from
wherever they may be found. To this end, at a philosophical level, QFD does make a
significant contribution to the innovator’s state of the art: capturing the Voice of the
Customer is a good thing. Universally good, if we ask the right questions.
The way QFD requires users to pose its questions, however, does not always get the user
to what is important. Specifically – and perhaps paradoxically given that the roof of the
House of Quality is all about conflicts – the method asks optimization oriented rather than
ideality-oriented questions. As we have seen in a previous article (Reference 1), we can
push the value of a Voice of the Customer type analysis when we ask users to think about:
a) what attributes are important in the system (something that QFD already does
well), and then
b) how do different parts of the value chain define ‘ideal’ or ‘perfect’ for that
attribute (the part that QFD does not do well)
As discussed in the Reference 1 article, the value of such an exercise is that it highlights
the conflicts and contradictions in and around the product or service or process the
analysis is being conducted for. The exercise essentially involves the completion of a table
like the one shown in Figure 1.
Attributes

Customer
IFR

Manufacturer
IFR

(whatever you
think is important
to the customer)
-Noise
-Life
-Speed
-Size
-Efficiency
-Cost
-Fashion
-etc

Figure 1: Attributes And Ideal Final Results
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Once completed, the table is intended to highlight three different types of contradiction
situation:
1) different customers have a different definition of ideal for a given attribute
2) what the customer ideally wants and what the provider (or other participant in
the value network) wants are different
3) an ideal value of one attribute is coupled to one or more other attributes – i.e.
attributes are in conflict with each other.
The latter of the three is the place where the Figure 1 table often fails to adequately
communicate the attribute coupling effect and therefore fails to adequately identify the
conflict resolution opportunity.
In true, ‘someone, somewhere already solved your problem’ fashion, we can solve this
problem. In yet another – as it turns out, ironical – blinding-flash of the obvious moment,
we can get the answer from QFD. Figure 2 shows how, by adding the ‘roof’ of the House
of Quality to the side of the Figure 1 picture, we can more readily map our coupled
attributes.
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Figure 2: Laying The (Relevant Parts Of) The House Of Quality On Its Side

We’ve been experimenting with this template in workshops for a few months now and
have found that it does a much better job of fulfilling the intended purpose of the IFR and
contradiction-finding exercise. The only difficulty we’ve experienced in fact is that anyone
with a previous negative exposure to QFD tends to look at it with a ‘this will be hard work
and won’t help’ mentality. Even this, however, can be turned into a resource (‘even the
bad stuff is good stuff…’) when those delegates realize that this fallen-over House of
Quality is simpler and more useful.
For the remainder of the article, let us take a look at an example of how the template might
be used. Due to its high level of familiarity, we will use the ‘classic’ TRIZ lawn-mower
example. At the very least this will allow us to focus on the process – which according to
us should be generically applicable to any other kind of system we wish to analyse.
Step one in the analysis is to think about the attributes that are relevant to the system.
Generally speaking these should be oriented around elements of the ideality equation –
attributes associated with benefits, costs and harms. In Figure 3 you will see that we have
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picked just nine attributes. A full analysis will typically incorporate rather more. If we are
aiming to be ‘comprehensive’ in our analysis, there will be quite a lot more. We don’t need
to worry too much about ‘have we found them all’ during this first step of the process since
the subsequent steps are designed to be ‘self-correcting’.
We can see this start to happen in fact as we enter step two. In this step we start thinking
about how different customers define what ‘ideal’ means for each of the chosen attributes.
The key in this step of the process is to identify different extremes of requirements. The
first three attributes in the Figure 3 analysis should serve to illustrate the intent: Looking
first at the noise attribute, the immediate reaction is ‘ideally there should be no noise’.
Then comes the important questions:
‘is there any customer who does not want this ideal?’
‘why do they not want this ideal?’
One reason we might not want a totally silent lawnmower, for example, relates to safety –
if the machine is silent, how does the user know it is switched on. Once we have
answered the question in this way, we have immediately established a coupling link
between noise and safety. Hence the noise-versus-safety box in the attribute conflict part
of the template gets colored to signify the presence of a conflict as perceived by the
customer. Note here that if we had not already written ‘safety’ into the template, asking the
‘is there any customer…’ and ‘why’ questions should have delivered us to the point where
we realize that safety is an attribute worth considering. Having noted the coupling effect
and the presence, therefore, of a conflict, we now de-couple the two attributes and check
the customer IFR again. In this particular example in other words we are saying to
ourselves, ‘provided that I don’t affect safety, is 0 the IFR noise?’ And then, assuming that
I’m still correct in my 0 assessment, I ask the ‘is there any customer…’ question again to
see if there are any more coupling effects. In this particular example, we have suggested
that there are no other coupling effects. You may answer differently when you do an
equivalent analysis for your system. We should basically keep asking this same pair of
questions until we reach the point where we think we have uncovered all of the coupling
effects, and therefore all of the attribute conflicts.
Once we think we have done that, we should make a final check to establish whether zero
noise is the IFR for all customers. In the Figure 3 analysis we have indicated that there are
some customers who want a more noisy (80dB) lawnmower. As soon as we identify a
difference between the IFR of different customers, we have identified another of our
important conflict types.
We will find more attribute conflicts when we place ourselves in the position of the
provider. Asking the ‘noise’ questions for the provider, we are likely to say that the provider
wants what the customer wants, but at the same time does not want to have to spend any
money reducing the noise from its current level. Noise and cost are thus intimately
coupled as far as the manufacturer is concerned – the more important noise is, the more
we are going to have to spend on, first, noise-reduction R&D and then fitting the best
possible silencer. In our Figure 3 analysis we have also indicated that, as far as the
provider is concerned, noise and speed are also coupled and in conflict with each other. In
a more detailed analysis we may again find other coupled attributes.
The Figure 3 analysis continues with an examination of the life attribute; how long should
the lawnmower last. The customer IFR is written down as ∝. The attribute conflict ‘roof’ is
marked to show that this ideal is only the case after we de-couple life from other attributes
status/fashion and energy use. Having made these conflict connections, in our analysis we
have said that all of our customers want the infinite life – i.e. there is no difference
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between different customer extremes. Again in another analysis we may identify difference
perspectives as we assess the full spectrum of customers and desired customers.
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Noise

0

(80)

0

Life

∞

∞

warranty

big/small

standard

∞ (0)

∞ (0)

∞ (0)

Cost (First)

0

-ve

cost 0; price ∞

Energy Use

0

0

0

Status/Fashion

∞

∞

Always in vogue

Safety

100%

100%

100%

Weight

0

Size (Width)

0 (storage)

Speed (Time)

(100) - roll function

etc

0

etc

Customer Originated Attribute Conflict
Provider Originated Attribute Conflict

Figure 3: Example Completed Template - Lawnmower

Extending the ‘life’ attribute analysis to the provider, we note a significant conflict between
what the customer ideally wants and what the provider ideally wants. Typically this kind of
conflict is one of the most difficult ones to solve. Nevertheless it is important for us to
record that these conflicts are present.
Finally as far as our discussion of the Figure 3 content is concerned comes the analysis of
the size attribute. As is the case in many physical objects, size is the source of
considerable contradiction. In our example analysis, several such contradictions have
been recorded – the customer wants the size to be zero (storage) and variable (ideally the
machine should change its size according to the size of the lawn to be mowed), then the
provider has the conflict that they ideally want to make a standard design, and then asking
all of the ‘is there any customer who doesn’t want this ideal?’ and ‘why?’ questions we
have also recorded that size is coupled and therefore in conflict with weight, energy use,
speed and safety.
We could continue the discussion, but hopefully by now the relevant points have been
made. Stepping back from the Figure 3 picture what we can now see are all of the green
shaded regions. These represent all of the conflicts we have found. If we have been
comprehensive in the way that we have gone about the analysis, these green regions
should represent – now in a pictorial fashion – ‘all’ of the contradictions that stand between
us and our ultimate Ideal Final Result solution.
Add to this the profoundly important idea of ‘staying one contradiction ahead of our
competition’ and the template gives us what is hopefully an important strategic tool: all we
need to do (of course that ‘all’ represents a pretty big assumption) is make sure we have
tackled and resolved one more green region than anyone else has done.
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Reference
1) Systematic Innovation e-zine, ‘Who’s Ideal Final Result?’ Contradictions’, Issue 22,
November 2003.
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Improving The Mono-Bi-Poly Trend

Finding The ‘Right’ New (Complementor) Functions
The Mono-Bi-Poly trend (Figure 1) is one of the most important of the Systematic
Innovation discontinuous evolution trends, whether it be for a business or a technical
application. Unfortunately, at the same time it is also frequently one of the more frustrating
trends. All very good to be told by the trend to contemplate ‘adding a new function’ to your
system, but what function?

Figure 1: Mono-Bi-Poly (Various) Discontinuous Evolution Trend

A partially useful answer to this question is that we should think about adding a function
that is complementary to the ones already present. Adding a camera to a cell-phone is a
good example here of such a complementary relationship; someone with a phone is trying
to achieve the function ‘communicate verbally’ and so being able to store a visual image
and also then communicate that image to another party is highly complementary.
The idea of ‘complementors’ is fine, but we’re still left with a rather large gap in terms of
how might we systematically set about locating the ‘right’ complementor for our particular
situation. To take a simple example, say we are in the business of re-examining a
business model for a pair of denim jeans? The scenario starts by saying ‘we’re a jeans
company – a mono system – and we are thinking about moving to a bi-system by finding a
complementor to our product.’ How might we then set about finding that complementor?
We can make a start on answering this question by thinking about the 9-windows
operator. Figure 2 illustrates our jeans in the ‘system, present’ box at the centre of the
configuration. If there is a complementor to our business, we can now say, it must be
found inside one of the other 8 windows.
SUPERSYSTEM

SYSTEM

SUBSYSTEM

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Figure 2: Jeans Mono-System In The 9 Windows

Well, at least this segments the search into a number of specific areas, but it is probably
some way short of ideal in terms of doing a good job. ‘Past’ and ‘future’ in this sense seem
to be particularly crude.
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We can help ourselves in this respect by increasing the level of segmentation. Some
people do this by ‘running a movie’ inside their heads. In this case that would involve
tracking the history of the jeans. Figure 4 illustrates what that journey might look like
starting from the cotton plantation through to the customer buying the jeans in a store.

Figure 3: ‘Past’ History Of The Jeans

Actually, one thing we can almost always be certain of is that as soon as we pick an
‘earliest’ point in our film, we can pretty soon think of an earlier history. In this case, for
example, we might come to recognize that in a true historical sense, our pair of jeans
started not at last year’s cotton crop, but back in the 19th Century in France. Our ‘past’
story can thus be extended to include the stages (not comprehensive!) shown in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Historical ‘Past’ History Of The Jeans

We can also continue the ‘film’ of our jeans into the future. Again we can think about short
term as well as long term futures – short term this time in terms of what happens after we
remove the jeans (Figure 5) and then long term in terms of what happens after the jeans
have reached the end of their useful life and we want to turn them into something else
(Figure 6).

Figure 5: Short-Term Future Of The Jeans

Figure 6: Longer-Term Future Of The Jeans

Now we have our ‘film’ we can start looking at the vertical axis on the 9-Windows (not that
it matters which way around we do the job). Here we need to zoom-in and look at the fine
detail, sub-system elements of the jeans, and then zoom out and look at the things outside
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our system. Figure 7 illustrates an again partial view of what this exercise might look like.
Obviously if we were really in the jeans business we should be as comprehensive as
possible with our re-framing efforts.

Zoom-Out

Zoom-In

Figure 7: Jeans – Zooming-In And Zooming-Out

As with the time dimension, we can continue extrapolating in either direction. From a ‘find
the complementor’ perspective the further we move away from our defined start-point
(whatever we put in the middle window), the lower the likelihood of finding what we are
looking for (*). In other words, if we are to conduct as systematic complementor search as
possible, we should think about gradually spiraling further and further away from our
centre – as show in Figure 8.

SUPERSYSTEM

SYSTEM

SUBSYSTEM

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Figure 8: Spiralling Complementor Search Strategy
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What we end up with isn’t necessarily going to be easy (if it was, everyone would do it,
right?), but we have at least given ourselves a systematic path to follow. At the very least
this allows us the potential to be comprehensive.
We can see how the established jeans manufacturers have at least made some kind of
attempt at finding complementors when we look at branded jeans being complemented by
similarly branded belts, boots (just outside the system) through to shirts (getting further) to
watches and jewellery (further still), to the trim inside cars (furthest – so far).
On the other hand, we can already see several potentially missed opportunities even from
our crude analysis here. Perhaps, looking in this direction, my cell-phone is a jeans
complementor? Or the city of Nimes? Or the manufacturer of silver-nano particles? Or the
manufacturer of clothes hangars? Or luggage?
The point being that the more comprehensive we are about mapping the world around our
system, the more likely it is that we will identify the right complementor.
(*) There is – inevitably – one complication in this story. The further away from jeans we
look the less likely it is that we will find a complementor. On the other hand, the further
away we get, the more likely the possibility of a ‘wow’ connection. Levi’s already offers
boots and belts because their close and therefore ‘obvious’ connections. The Wrangler
Jeep is more of a wow (still – even all this time after the product first hit the market)
because the complementary connection between jeans and jeeps is not so obvious. There
is a complementary relationship, however, we just needed to look a little deeper to find it.
Which then gets us back to our favourite subject of persistence. More on that hoary beast
in a future e-zine.
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Humour: Pink Spot Light

Here’s a really nice example of identifying new and previously untapped resources. The
idea comes from officials in Scunthorpe in the UK. We’re not sure we can improve on the
original press release, so here it is in its almost full glory:
“Yobs are being shamed out of anti-social behaviour by bright pink lights which show up
their acne. The lights are so strong they highlight skin blemishes and have been
successful in moving on youths from trouble-spots who view pink as being "uncool."

“Manager Dave Hey said: "With the fluorescent pink light we are trying to embarrass
young people out of the area.
"The pink is not seen as particularly macho among young men and apparently it highlights
acne and blemishes in the skin.
"It is just one of a range of ways and means of deterring anti-social behaviour we are
looking at."
A Council spokesman said: "We are always looking for innovative ways to tackle antisocial behaviour.
"Each area is different, for some CCTV is the answer, in others finding young people
alternative places to meet.
"However it could just boil down to making an area unattractive for young people. This is
why pink lighting is being investigated.
"On the face of it this sounds barmy. But do young people really want to hang around in
an area with a pink glow that makes any spots they have on their face stand out?"
Other schemes across the country are gathering information on the bright lights.
Any ideas for other possible application, we suggest you contact Scunthorpe Council
directly.
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Patent of the Month - Molecular Actuators

Here’s an area we’ve been watching for a while. Finally, on November 21, MIT received
patent 7,138,075 for their pioneering work on molecular actuators. Molecular actuators are
biological or synthetic molecular systems performing work upon consumption of energy.
They have triggered great interest in various fields such as biology, chemistry, chemical
engineering and mechanical engineering.
From the invention disclosure:
Human skeletal muscle, a classic biological molecular actuator, exhibits combined
properties, in terms of active strain, active stress, active strain rate, variable stiffness,
power to mass ratio and bandwidth, which classical actuator technologies do not match…
On the other hand, conducting polymer materials offer properties enabling the creation of
biomimetic artificial muscles. Polypyrrole-based actuators, for example, generate forces
per cross-sectional area that are up to two orders of magnitude greater than human
muscle (40 MPa) with higher power to mass ratios (150 W/kg). In addition, these actuators
require low drive voltages and offer typically limited active strain (2%) and limited active
strain rate (1%/s)…. Actuation in conducting polymers such as polypyrrole or polyanilines
is based on electrochemical oxidation and a resulting diffusion and intercalation of ionic
species into the polymer bulk film… This ionic intercalation process arises to maintain
electro-neutrality during the oxidation process, leading to significant volume changes. In
addition, accommodation of these ions and their associated solvated species is favored by
the weak polymer interchain interactions compared to the modulus along the polymer
molecular backbone. As a result strains on the order of 2% are produced upon
electroactivation. It is conceivable that ultimately the maximum strain achievable in these
"classical" conducting polymer actuators is going to be limited by the inability of the
polymer molecular backbone to significantly change length to accommodate further ions…
Such materials with large contractions and great strength will lead to many useful
applications.
From this we read that the limiting factor on current artificial molecular actuators is the
conflict between parallel desires for high contraction rates and good strength. We can map
this conflict pair onto the Contradiction Matrix as follows:

The MIT invention is built on the discovery of a novel class of thiophene based conducting
polymers. This from the invention disclosure abstract:
The synthesis of thiophene based conducting polymer molecular actuators, exhibiting electrically
triggered molecular conformational transitions is reported. Actuation is believed to be the result of
conformational rearrangement of the polymer backbone at the molecular level, not simply ion
intercalation in the bulk polymer chain upon electrochemical activation. Molecular actuation results
from .pi.--.pi. stacking of thiophene oligomers upon oxidation, producing a reversible molecular
displacement that leads to surprising material properties, such as electrically controllable porosity
and large strains. The existence of active molecular conformational changes is supported by in situ
electrochemical data. Single molecule techniques have been used to characterize the molecular
actuators.
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The jump from previous types of actuator structures to thiophene-based is an enormous
stretch as far as Principle 35, Parameter Changes is concerned, although that would be a
correct reading of the inventive leap made in the invention. This often enormous leap
required by Principle 35 is one of the frustrations of having such a general and abstract
Principle amongst the 40. It is one we will be dealing with in a future e-zine article. In the
meantime, the MIT invention is chosen as our patent of the month rather more for the
potential importance of the invention than for its suitability as a TRIZ case study.
The 66 page invention disclosure is probably a deeper dive than most readers will care to
take. Those wanting to look at a more readable version of the MIT work might like to
explore:
http://bioinstrumentation.mit.edu/Archive/Projects/CP/journals/SPIE%20EAP%202002%20
Molecular%20Actuators%20PAA.pdf
where some of the following pictures give a pretty good indication of the method and
extent of the invention capability:

Expect to see more on this invention in the future. We think it has an awful lot of potential
to disrupt several industries.
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Best of the Month – The Elegant Solution
Here’s a late contender for book of the year. Officially it was published last month,
although my Hong Kong bought copy has ‘©2007’ written inside so it’s difficult to know
where exactly it is officially published and where it is not. Anyway, Matthew E May’s ‘The
Elegant Solution: Toyota’s Formula For Mastering Innovation’ is a gem of a book and well
worth asking Santa to purchase for you.

As the name suggests the book is mainly about Toyota and their way of doing the
innovation job. Matthew May is a long term Toyota partner, holding a key advisory role in
the University of Toyota, and an outside perspective through consulting company Aevitas.
Many in and around the TRIZ community have been pondering on the question ‘does
Toyota use TRIZ?’ for some time now. I know they have a number of copies of our books,
but other than that it seems to be a closed door. The Elegant Solution certainly never uses
the ‘T’ word either, but the book is teeming with TRIZ-like concepts and ideas. Take for
example the opening Oliver Wendell Holmes quote from the opening to the book’s
Introduction: ‘I would not give a fig for the simplicity this side of complexity, but I would
give my life for the simplicity on the other side of complexity’. Not only a fantastic quote,
but also a complete match for the TRIZ ‘increasing-decreasing complexity trend:
COMPLEX

System
Complexity

‘ELEGANT’

SIMPLE

Time

The quote sets the scene beautifully for the ‘elegant solution’ of the book’s title and thus, a
large part of Toyota’s innovation philosophy. If it is – and you only have to look at Prius or
sit in a Toyota (e.g. the ‘bigsmall’ Yaris) to see ample supporting evidence – then it goes
some considerable distance to explain why Toyota is doing so well and giants like GM and
Ford are struggling so badly.
Getting to ‘elegant’ in the increasing-decreasing complexity trend involves the
identification and resolution of contradictions. May never actually uses the ‘c’ word, but
there is a whole chapter called ‘master the tension’ which gives a pretty good clue to
suggest that is exactly what is happening. Strangely, though, once the tension areas are
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identified, May reverts to DeBono-like ideation strategies (‘pick a random noun from a
dictionary’). The lack of mention of anything like the Inventive Principles is thus a matter of
significant intrigue. At least for this reader.
The overall book is divided into three main parts: ‘Principles’, ‘Practices’ and ‘Protocols’.
The chapter headings give a useful indication of what the book feels is important in the
Toyota innovation story:
1) The art of ingenuity
2) The pursuit of perfection (IFR anyone?)
3) The rhythm of fit
4) Let learning lead
5) Learn to see
6) Design for today
7) Think in pictures (in which Toyota’s use of Learning Maps* is described –
especially interesting in light of our discussion last month on the importance of
‘stories’ in capturing and selling ideas)

* http://www.rootlearning.com/www/learningMap.asp

8) Capture the intangible
9) Leverage the limits
10) Master the tension
11) Run the numbers
12) Make Kaizen Mandatory (‘breakthrough’ as the result of thousands of
incremental improvements – the book states that Toyota implements a million
ideas a year!)
13) Keep it lean
14) The clamshell strategy (‘the beginning is the chiefest part of any work’)
15) The elegant solution – a case study
What is also nice about the book is that in addition to some very nice Toyota examples,
May’s experience outside of the company presents a much broader view of innovation.
May does this in part to illustrate the ‘universality’ (his words) of the innovation processes
being used in Toyota. Well worth a look are Clear Rx medication packaging and Quadrant
Homes – two very nice ‘TRIZ case studies’ even though, again, the ‘T’ word never gets
used.

Trust me on this one (don’t you hate it when a consultant says that?) you should get hold
of a copy of this book. See if it made ‘book of the year’ in the next e-zine review of 2006.
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Conference Report – Retail Days, Istanbul
Retail Days is the main event in the retailer calendar in Turkey. Just about anyone who
was anyone in the trade was present for the two day event. Which meant that Istanbul’s
main conference center was packed with close to three thousand delegates. Aside from
being showered with freebie trinkets ranging from calculators to umbrellas to chocolate
bars, there was a cornucopia of presentations and trade stands on offer.
We (Darrell and Turkish business partner, Yekta Ozozer) were there to present an
introduction to Systematic Innovation as it might apply to the retail trade. Essentially this
meant taking out 95% of the content of the method and spending an hour presenting
pretty pictures of retail innovations and trying to introduce the concept that retail
successes could all be attributed to the resolution of some kind of contradiction. (You can
see a copy of our slides on the ‘free downloads’ page on the website if you are interested.)

Darrell, George Clooney and Brad Pitt on stage together
(that doesn’t happen often!)

Largely thanks to an early morning start, three other parallel session and the Pope – who
was hoteled a few hundred metres away from the venue – we ‘only’ had around 200
people in attendance. Nevertheless pretty good for what is still seen as a fairly specialized
subject by many. The reception we received was pretty good all things considered, and it
seems we hit a nerve when we talked about systems hitting limits.
That theme certainly didn’t appear to feature elsewhere amongst the 25 or so other
presentations. What we did get was a lot of advertising (‘The New Vision and Future Plans
of Mavi’ being a typical example; Mavi being a successful jeans brand), reminiscence (’10
ways to lose your spouse and customers’) and self-congratulation (‘Avocado, Wine,
Toerellini: Another Retail’ – by one of Istanbul’s most successful restaurateurs). The two
most interesting presentations – in theory at least – were one on general retail trends from
Deloitte and another on more specific merchandising trends from consulting group GH &
Associates. Neither really delivered anything new, either to this correspondent or to the
audience in general. If anything the message emerging from both presentations is just
how homogenized the world is becoming. Consumer trends in Turkey don’t appear to look
significantly different from those in London, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Mumbai or New York.
Or maybe it was just the way Deloitte saw things. Either way, we didn’t come away with
any startling new insights.
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Which then left the ‘best in conference’ slot as an easy choice. It was indeed a rare
privilege to listen to Italian photographer Oliviero Toscani closing the formal proceedings
with his ’40 years of creativity’ presentation. Looked at superficially the presentation was
little more than 90 minutes of someone showing lots of his photographs, but scratching
beneath the surface and it gradually became apparent that Toscani’s success comes
about because the images he creates all contain some kind of contradiction. Whether it be
a bevy of beautiful models posing at a land-fill site or a model arriving at La Scala on a
bicycle or the advertising campaign photos for Jesus jeans (see below) or pictures of road
accident scenes for an insurance company, or any of the ground-breaking images created
for Benetton, Toscani’s aim is to interest viewers with an image that apparently makes no
sense and yet somehow also makes remarkable sense.

Oliviero Toscani and some of his images

Regular readers will remember we did something on breakthrough advertising a couple of
years ago. In that paper we highlighted the amazing correlation between advertising
success in the UK and the presence and resolution of contradictions (85 of the top 100 TV
advertising campaigns of all time). The 90 minute merry-go-round ride through Toscani’s
portfolio revealed the secret of his (and his clients) phenomenal success to have an
identical basis: contradictions form the basis of breakthroughs.
Toscani also suggested that he was almost universally hated by the Marketing
departments inside the clients he worked for. Almost invariably, according to his words, he
has set about delivering the opposite of his brief. As in almost every other field, in
Toscani’s words, the breakthroughs happen when we go against the conventional wisdom.
Somehow Toscani has instinctuallyknown this all along. Somehow, too, he has had the
persistence to stick to his guns in the face of often insurmountable odds. A lesson to
innovators everywhere and alone worth the whole two days of the conference.
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Conference Report - 2nd Technology Commercialisation Process, Jordan
Jabir Walji

We were invited to present a Keynote Speech introducing the theme of the second
Technology Commercialisation Programme in Amman, Jordan during November 15 and
16, 2006.
The objective of the conference was to increase awareness on the economic value of
Intellectual Assets of researchers and innovators and to steer them towards
commercialisation of their inventions. The second objective was to enrich the knowledge
on Intellectual Property in the areas of:
• Court of law
• Consultants helping inventors throughout the IP protection procedure
• Address the IP component in writing a business plan
• Influence of existing government policies concerning technology commercialisation

Our Man In Jordan – Jabir Walji

HRH Princess Sumaya Bint El Hassan inaugurated the conference. Amongst other
luminaries were Dr Adnan Badran, ex prime minister of Jordan, Dr Khaled Shrydieh,
Minister of Energy & Mineral Resource, His Excellency Omar Al-Kurdi, ex Minister of
Communication & Information Technology. At the same time the conference saw the
presence of around 150 delegates and was attended by technopreneurs, researchers,
academics, governmental institutions and supporting agencies relating to the field of
innovation and Intellectual Property.
In all there were 14 presentations and of these, three – including our own keynote, on the
subject of the role of systematic innovation on IP - were delivered by foreign nationals. All
the presentations were relating to IP and ranging from what is IP to how the public sector
can support IP and innovation. In between the topics included things like how to present a
winning business plan for your innovation to the legal perspective on IP and invention. Half
the presentations were delivered in Arabic and the rest in English. Fortunately for nonArabic speakers, simultaneous interpretation from Arabic to English was provided.
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There were some interesting statistics shown. With respect to patents, the Middle East did
not display the most inspirational figures. It seems that the only company that showed up
as significant on a global scale was SABIC, a Saudi Arabian oil company, where,
incidentally, we have also been running Systematic Innovation workshops. One of the
aims of the conference was to identify a strategy or recommendation as to how the Middle
East in general can perform better on the patent register statistics.
On the presentation side, many lacked the skill of time management and over shot their
presentation by a substantial time margin. Although the content was excellent, it was too
much and secondly the style of delivery needs to improve as well.
The final session on the second day was a discussion about the conference and
recommendation. A heated debate ensued culminating in a final comment by the chair of
the session Dr Khaled Shrydeh, Minister of Energy & Mineral Resource to one of the
participant “do not talk at us but talk with us”
Although the first objective of the conference was not achieved in any depth compared to
the second objective of transmitting knowledge on IP, I believe this second high profile
conference was a success that will have far reaching repercussion across the region. The
plan next year is to have a regional Middle East conference on Technology
Commercialisation Process.
Talking to the conference organisers, it seems that a workshop will be organised in the
first quarter of 2007 in the resort of Aqaba and there is a desire to work on some related
projects with us.
Many thanks to the organisers for their hospitality and for inviting the author to present a
Key Note Speech to the esteemed opinion leaders of Jordan.

HRH Princess Sumaya of Jordan, former Prime-Minister Adnan
Badran on her right, and Jabir on her left
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Investments – Energy-Harvesting Sensors
Hot on the heels of last month’s patent of the month (‘self-powered switches’) comes
another nice design solution making use of previously untapped energy resources. This
time the solution is already on the market. The ‘energy harvesting’ sensors produced by
Perpetuum, a spin-out company from the University of Southampton in the UK, recently
made the news because the company just won a big contract from a large multi-national
oil company.

Vibration energy harvesting – the simple idea that the vibration of a piece of plant or
machinery could be transformed into an electrical signal – is a very powerful concept with
widespread implications for industry.
Continuous monitoring of plant and machinery provides valuable data about the
performance and condition of that equipment – data that can be used to optimise the
operation and availability of plant, cost-efficiency of maintenance work, prevent accidents
and make significant savings in energy costs. Despite its undoubted benefits, continuous
condition monitoring is currently carried out on only a very small percentage of installed
industrial machinery worldwide because of the limitations and cost of the existing wired
and battery-powered technologies.
Put simply, wired systems are impracticably expensive to install on anything but a highly
selective basis, and wireless battery-powered systems have both reliability and
maintenance cost issues. In some cases, where equipment is located outside and the
climate is conducive, and if measurements are not required at night, other forms of energy
harvesting such as solar power may be viable.
Vibration-energy harvesting is a highly attractive option for wireless condition monitoring
because all mains driven machinery vibrates. Indeed the level of its vibration is frequently
used as an indicator of its condition.
Fantastic stuff! The thing you’re measuring provides the energy to make the
measurement.
The system works by making use of the Faraday Effect. Check out the Perpetuum website
for more details of the method of operation, and some of the other applications the
company is developing for their technology. Exciting stuff and destined, we think, to go far.
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Biology – Star-Nosed Mole (Condylura cristata)
Moles. Moles live underground where there is little light, so vision is not very important.
Also, sounds are attenuated and hearing is not that valuable either. That leaves the
senses of touch and smell as the only other alternatives. This is true for all moles. The
star-nosed mole, so called because it has a peculiar star of fleshy appendages ringing its
nose, has evolved design solutions that allow it to do a far better job of finding its way
around in the difficult underground environment.

These extraordinary looking creatures live in a range from Canada, down through the
Eastern United States as far as Georgia. Unusually for moles, they tend to favour marshes
and wetlands.
There have been a lot of different ideas about the function of the star-nosed mole’s
distinctive feature. Some have proposed that it is a super-sensitive olfactory organ that
helps the nearly blind moles to sniff there way around underground. Others have
suggested that serves as an extra "hand" for grasping prey or other objects. Still others
have argued that it serves as an antenna that detects electric fields as the moles swim
through muddy marsh water.
It was not until Kenneth Catania studied this structure in detail as part of his doctoral
thesis at the University of California, San Diego that the star's true function came to light.
Working with noted neuroscientist Glenn Northcutt, he showed that these appendages
serve as an extraordinary touch organ, covered with more than 25,000 microscopic
sensory receptors, called Eimer's organs, that allow the mole to literally feel its way
around its subterranean environment.
From a conflict resolution point of view, the star-nosed mole design solution represents a
jump relative to solutions that have evolved in other moles. At a macro/system level the
problem faced by all moles is the desire to sense its surroundings is hindered by the
limited size (and particularly surface area) of its forward facing body parts. Mapping this
problem onto the Contradiction Matrix gives us the following:

Consistent with the Matrix recommendation, the strategy evolved by the star-nosed mole
involves Principle 17, Another Dimension. Compared to the other Matrix-recommended
solution strategies for this conflict, this seems to be the easiest one for nature to utilize.
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‘Easiest’ in the sense that the use of, say, Principle 28, replacing a mechanical means with
one using a field would necessitate a single big step-change jump, whereas the formation
of appendages can occur incrementally over many generations. As we know, nature is far
better at this kind of incremental evolution than it is at make step changes. This is because
each and every design modification must be superior to what came before. Any inferior
design modification will have an evolutionary disadvantage and therefore will fail the
‘survival of the fittest’ test.
Taking this thought a step further, Catania and colleagues also discovered that the mole's
fleshy nose rays develop in a way unlike any other animal appendage. The basic strategy
employed to make everything from human fingers, insect legs, fish fins, and porcupine
quills is to start as an outgrowth of the body wall and grow directly outward. By contrast,
the rays develop first as fleshy ridges along the side of the nose. Then they become little
cylinders that separate from the body beginning at the ends farthest from the nostrils.
These ends move forward to become the tips of the freed appendages.
The second design conflict solved by the mole is perhaps then even more intriguing.
Regarding the need to sense surroundings with a limited number of sensors, it is
interesting to note how the star-nosed mole has utilized another ‘easy’ Inventive Principle,
this time number 3, ‘Local Quality. Back to the Kenneth Catania story:
He was able to generate equally high levels of interest in this unusual creature when he
came to Vanderbilt as a post-doctoral fellow in the lab of Centennial Professor of
Psychology Jon Kaas. He and Kaas determined that more than 100,000 nerve fibers run
from the moles star nose to its brain, more than six times the number that connect the
human hand and brain. They also noted that there was a considerable bias of sensors,
which rather than being distributed evenly around the mole, are highly biased into the front
claws and, particularly, the nose.
The extent of this – Local Quality – biasing of sensors is beautifully illustrated in the
following picture, again taken from Catania’s published work:

"Given this structure, it is possible that the mole can feel distinctive differences in the
textures of different materials at a microscopic level," Catania speculates.
Next, Catania took a closer look at the how the nerve connections between the star-nosed
mole's brain and appendages develop. The region connected to each of the appendages
is clearly marked on the mole's cortex, which makes it very easy to study, Catania says.
The mole's star is made up of two different kinds of appendages (another example of
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Principle 3 in operation). The central, lowermost pair is much shorter than the other ten
and contains a much higher number of nerve fibers per touch receptor than do the longer
pairs. The area of the cortex that is connected to this pair is also much bigger than that
devoted to the others, the neuroscientist has found.
"This organization has surprising parallels to that of the human visual system," Catania
observes.
Humans, like most animals that rely primarily on sight, continually shift their eyes. When
an interesting or important image enters their peripheral vision, a person instinctually shifts
his or her eyes to move the image into the central part of the retina, called the fovea. The
fovea has a much higher concentration of nerve fibers than the periphery of the retina,
which allows it to provide the brain with a more highly defined image.
Similarly, active star-nosed moles continually wave their nose appendages around
(Principle 18?...). When one detects something of potential interest, such as an
unfortunate earthworm, then the mole moves its nose quickly to bring one of the central
rays into contact, giving it a superior tactile image of the object so it can determine
whether it is something good to eat. For small prey the entire process from first touch to
complete ingestion takes about a fifth of a second (…definitely Principle 18!)
Read more about star-nosed moles and Kenneth Catania’s work on rarely studied
‘extreme specialists’ in nature, at the following websites:
A Star Is Born, American Museum of Natural History, June 2000
http://www.amnh.org/naturalhistory/features/0600_feature2.html
Snouts: A star is born in a very odd way, ScienceNewsOnline, Oct. 23, 1999
http://www.sciencenews.org/sn_arc99/10_23_99/fob3.htm
Star of the Swamp, National Wildlife Federation, Dec./Jan. 1997
http://www.nwf.org/natlwild/starnose.html
Journal of Comparative Neurology paper, 1997 "Somatosensory fovea in the Star-nosed mole"
http://www.psy.vanderbilt.edu/faculty/kaas/catania&kaas.pdf
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Short Thort
“We pass our time and our lives in contemplating what we have already contemplated,
and by this we are insidiously imprisoned.
This redundancy constructs our habitat, we construct an analogy and by resemblance,
it is our architecture.
Those who perceive, or build differently, or elsewhere, are our hereditary enemies.”
Paul Virilio
Director of the École Spéciale d’Architecture, Paris

News
Telekom Certification
This month sees the completion of the Telekom Malaysia systematic innovation
certification. Our congratulations to the delegates who successfully completed their three
required projects. In all, the delegates have recorded over a million dollars worth of
audited savings to the organization.
TRIZCON2007
Well, we still don’t know the actual dates, but when it happens, we are pleased to say that
we have had two papers accepted for the US’s biggest TRIZ event of the year. One paper
is on the integration of TRIZ and Spiral Dynamics. The other is on software applications of
TRIZ…. Which reminds us, isn’t there supposed to be a TRIZ for Software book coming
out? Hmm.
Happy Holidays!
We wish a happy end of year holiday season to all of our readers. Many thanks for all of
your support and feedback during 2006. The whole Systematic Innovation team wishes
you a prosperous and enjoyable 2007.
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